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Some of the advanced EXAFS analysis features of FEFF and

FEFFIT are described. The scattering path formalism from FEFF and

cumulant expansion are used as the basic building blocks of EXAFS

analysis, giving a ¯exible and robust parameterization of most

EXAFS problems. The ability to model EXAFS data in terms of

generalized physical variables is shown, including the simultaneous

re®nement of two different polarizations for Co K EXAFS data of

CoPt3.
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1. Introduction

The use of ab initio calculations of scattering phase shifts and

amplitudes for EXAFS analysis has become standard practice in the

past decade. Though scattering phase shifts and amplitudes derived

from experiment or tables (McKale et al., 1988) are still in use, ab

initio calculations from the programs EXCURVE (Binsted et al.,

1991, 1992; Binsted & Hasnain, 1996), GNXAS (Filipponi et al., 1995)

and especially FEFF (Zabinsky et al., 1995) have come to dominate

the ®eld. In the proceedings of the XAFS X conference (Hasnain et

al., 1999), for example, of the quantitative EXAFS analyses²

presented, more used FEFF than all other methods combined. Use of

experimental and tabulated standards were each below 10%, and use

of the ab initio codes EXCURVE and GNXAS were each below 15%.

These statistics re¯ect a change in the ®eld that is unlikely to be

reversed soon. To understand and use XAFS at this time, one must

come to understand FEFF, its strengths and its limitations. This is not

to imply that using FEFF is always the best way to analyze XAFS

data, or that having one theoretical program dominating the ®eld is

necessarily good. Still, even if one does not use FEFF, one must

understand the physical approximations implemented in the code

well enough to assess results based on it.

The widespread use of FEFF may be related to it being only a

theoretical code, with no analysis program included as part of an

integrated package, as both EXCURVE and GNXAS provide.

Instead, many analysis programs (George & Pickering, 1995; Bouldin

et al., 1995; Michalowicz, 1995; Vaarkamp et al., 1994; Ressler, 1997;

Newville et al., 1995) can use the results of FEFF. This separation of

ab initio theory from analysis allows quite a bit of ¯exibility, but puts

more burden of understanding the calculation details on the user, or

at the least authors of analysis programs.

While the theoretical understanding of X-ray absorption that leads

to reliable and ef®cient computation of the XAFS phase shifts and

amplitudes from FEFF is well documented (Rehr & Ankudinov,

2001; Rehr & Albers, 2000), comparatively little has been published

about the use of FEFF for EXAFS analysis. One early study (O'Day

et al., 1994) is notable for its demonstration of the suitability of FEFF

in analyzing real EXAFS data. Comparisons of theoretical phase

shifts from different calculations have been made (Vaarkamp et al.,

1994; Vaarkamp, 1993), but are rare. Some comparisons of different

potential models within FEFF have been made (Bridges & Rehr,

1998), but are largely anecdotal.

In this paper, I will describe some of the practical aspects of using

FEFF for EXAFS analysis. The emphasis here is not on the physics

underlying the calculations performed by FEFF, but on how these

results are applied to analyzing EXAFS data. Though FEFF is in

constant development, version 7.02 will be used in this work. I will

also describe the EXAFS analysis program FEFFIT (Newville et al.,

1995), which extends the utility of FEFF and adds the ability to

parameterize and ®t XAFS data to FEFF calculations. Special

attention will be placed on the advanced modeling capabilities of

FEFFIT, including the use of `generalized ®tting parameters' and the

simultaneous re®nement of multiple data sets.

2. The outputs of FEFF

As an ab initio calculation, FEFF uses a list of atomic coordinates in a

cluster and physical information about the system such as absorbing

atom and excited core-level for its calculation. For crystalline systems,

generating a list of atomic coordinates is simpli®ed by the program

ATOMS (Ravel, 2001) which generates the required coordinates (as

well as reasonable defaults for most FEFF parameters) starting from

a crystallographic description of the system.

FEFF (versions 5 through 7) calculates EXAFS using four internal

modules: POTPH, PATHS, GENFMT and FF2CHI. POTPH creates

atomic potentials based on the geometrical distribution of atoms,

overlaps their wavefunctions, and calculates the scattering phase-

shifts based on these potentials. Electronic models including

exchange energies and inelastic processes are used, and much of the

fundamental research and published literature on FEFF is devoted to

these parts of the calculation (Rehr et al., 1986, 1991, 1992; Anku-

dinov & Rehr, 1995; Ankudinov, Conradson et al., 1998). For the

purposes here, POTPH generates the ®le phase.bin, which is

unreadable by humans, but used in later parts of the calculation. For

better XANES calculations, FEFF8 (Ankudinov, Ravel et al., 1998)

breaks POTPH into three modules, but the outcome for EXAFS

analysis is still phase.bin.

The PATHS module (Zabinsky et al., 1995) identi®es all single- and

multiple-scattering paths for an arbitrary cluster of atoms. Many

candidate scattering paths are ef®ciently rejected at this stage on the

basis of a quick estimate of the scattering amplitude. In addition,

degenerate paths that will give identical XAFS contributions are

recognized at this stage, resulting in a handful of scattering paths that

dominate the EXAFS even out to the fourth-neighbor distance in

well ordered systems. The geometries of the unique paths are written

to the ®le paths.dat, sorted by distance from the absorbing atom. This

®le can be very helpful in identifying and describing the path

geometries.

The GENFMT module (Rehr & Albers, 1990) uses the results of

POTPH (phase.bin) and PATHS (®les.dat) to calculate the XAFS

contribution from each path. Though the full complex ®ne-structure

~��k� is calculated directly for each path from the potentials and

scattering phase shifts, the results are broken down at this stage so as

to be described by a simpli®ed version of the familiar EXAFS

equation for each path j,

~�j�k� �
Nj Fj�k� exp �ÿ2Rj=��k��

kR2
j

exp �i2kRj � i�j�k��: �1�

² That is, analyses in which numerical results were derived from ��k�.
Theoretical papers and XANES analyses were not included. 109 of the 242
papers in the proceedings met these criteria. Of these, 70 used FEFF, 15
EXCURVE, 7 GNXAS, 8 McKale et al. (1988) and 9 experimental or
unspeci®ed standards.



Here, Nj is the number of equivalent paths, Fj�k� is the effective

scattering amplitude, �j�k� is the effective total phase shift (including

contributions from the central atom and all scattering atoms), and Rj

is half the total length of the scattering path. In principle, both Fi and

�i will have some dependence on the distance between atoms, but any

R dependence of these terms is left out of this simple expression. No

thermal or con®gurational disorder is included at this point.

In equation (1), k is the wavenumber and ��k� is the mean free

path of the photoelectron. These both depend on the details of the

potentials for the cluster, but are independent of scattering path. The

EXAFS contribution for each path is written to the ®le

FEFFnnnn.dat, where nnnn is replaced by the path index j. The ®le

list.dat (or ®les.dat in earlier versions of FEFF) gives a simple list of

the feffnnnn.dat ®les including Rj and the number of legs in the path.

FF2CHI, the ®nal module of FEFF, performs the relatively simple

sum over paths j to generate the complex ~��k�,
~��k� �P

j

~�j�k� exp�ÿ2k2�2
j �; �2�

which can be compared with experimental ��k� by taking the

imaginary part. Here, disorder can be added through a Debye±Waller

factor to give the EXAFS a realistic decay. Values for �2
j can be given

explicitly, or calculated using a Debye or Einstein model. The results

are written to the ®le chi.dat, which contains arrays for k, Im� ~��k��,
j��k�j and the phase of ~��k�.

2.1. The structure of feffnnnn.dat

For EXAFS analysis, either the full chi.dat or the individual

feffnnnn.dat ®les can be used. Many analysis programs use the chi.dat

as this resembles experimentally derived standards for EXAFS.

Though convenient, this is not a very ¯exible approach, and is not

well suited to including the effects of large disorder. The preferred

method is to use the feffnnnn.dat ®les. The structure of these ®les,

shown in Fig. 1, is somewhat complex. In order to recover the vari-

ables in equation (1) from the data in this ®le, the mapping shown in

Table 1 is used. The k-dependent arrays in feffnnnn.dat are given on a

coarser grid than is typically used for XAFS, but are smooth enough

functions of k that linear interpolation can be used. In addition to the

variables in equation (1), the complex photoelectron wavenumber,

p�k�, is also de®ned here, and will be used below to modify (1). k is

purely real, relative to the onset of absorption at the Fermi level, and

so is comparable with the experimentally determined k. It is used to

reconstruct ~��k� as calculated by FEFF. p is complex (the imaginary

part representing losses of photoelectron coherence including the

mean free path and core-hole lifetime), relative to the continuum

level E0, and the more appropriate measure of photoelectron

momentum to use for the modi®cation of equation (1).

2.2. Polarization dependence in FEFF

FEFF can accurately calculate the polarization dependence of

EXAFS, as well as related techniques such as X-ray magnetic circular

dichroism (Ankudinov & Rehr, 1997). For K-edge calculations at

suf®ciently high k, the usual cos2��� dependence (Stern, 1988) of the

angle � between scattering path and polarization directions works

very well. Using FEFF's polarized calculations for K-edge EXAFS is

not much of an improvement over simply multiplying the unpolarized

calculation by cos2���=3. The factor of three can lead to some

confusion, as FEFF will always report the full coordination shell, even

though some of the atoms do not contribute.² The polarization of LII

and LIII edges is somewhat more complex (Stern, 1988; Rehr &

Albers, 2000), including isotropic as well as a cos2��� term. The

relative sizes of these terms depends on the scattering matrix

elements and whether the p! s transitions are included (Ankudinov

& Rehr, 1997).

3. The structure of FEFFIT

FEFFIT essentially replaces the FF2CHI module of FEFF, expanding

the EXAFS equation (1) and enhancing the sum over paths of

equation (2) using a set of feffnnnn.dat ®les. Even in the simplest

respect of forward-modeling XAFS spectra, FEFFIT has several

advantages over the FF2CHI module of FEFF, including the ability to

combine calculations from different FEFF runs (as for different

central-atom locations in systems with multiple sites), and the ability

to Fourier transform theoretical spectra (both total and individual

paths, and with and without `phase corrections') into ��R�.
Since the feffnnnn.dat ®les represent the EXAFS from a path with

exact atomic coordinates, any thermal or con®gurational disorder

must be added at this stage. Indeed, information about the partial

pair distribution function g�R� of atoms around the absorbing atom is

often the goal of EXAFS analysis. FEFFIT uses the cumulant

expansion (Bunker, 1983; Kendall, 1958) which is independent of any

model for g�R� and converges with a small number of cumulants for

small and moderate disorders. The ®rst four cumulants (�R, �2, C3

and C4) of the distribution g�R� can be determined with FEFFIT,

though C4 is rarely important.

There are two subtle but important points to be considered when

using the cumulant expansion in systems with large disorder. First,
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Figure 1
Sample feffnnnn.dat: feff0001.dat for ®rst-neighbor Co±Co scattering in CoPt3.
After a series of comment lines ending with the line -----, the number of legs,
number of equivalent paths, half path-length Rj (2.7089 AÊ here), Norman
radius and Fermi energy relative to E0 are given, followed by coordinates of
the atoms in the path, and then a list of k-dependent arrays (truncated here)
used to reconstruct ~�j�k�.

Table 1
Correspondence of the variables in equation (1) to the entries of a feffnnnn.dat
®le.

Variable Value from feffnnnn.dat

Rj reff
Nj deg
k k
Fj�k� mag[feff] * `red factor'
�j�k� real[2*phc] + phase[feff]
��k� lambda
p�k� real[p] + i/lambda

² In a simple cubic material, K-edge EXAFS with the polarization vector
along (100) would only be sensitive to two near-neighbor atoms. FEFF will
report that six neighbors contribute.
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the 1=kR2 dependence of ��k� must be included. This can be

performed simply and accurately (Tranquada & Ingalls, 1983) by

adding a term of the form ÿ2k�2=R to �R. The second point is

speci®c to using ab initio calculations from which losses can be

described in terms of a mean free path: the complex p should be used

instead of k to model the disorder. This mixes the phase and ampli-

tude effects of each of the cumulants, which can be important for

large disorder. The resulting modi®ed EXAFS equation is

~�j�k� �
S2

0j Nj Fj�k�
k��Rj � Rj�2

exp fi�2kRj � �j�k��g

� exp �i�2p�Rj ÿ 4p�2
j =Rj ÿ 4p3C3j=3��

� exp �ÿ2Rj=��k� ÿ 2p2�2
j ÿ 2p4C4j=3�: �3�

As noted above, both k and p are used here. Although p is used to

modify the EXAFS based on the cumulants, we must ®rst reconstruct

~�j�k� from the feffnnnn.dat ®les according to equation (1). In addition

to the four cumulants, values for a constant amplitude factor S2
0, an

energy shift E0 which will modify the values of k used, and a

broadening energy term Ei which will modify ��k�, can be modi®ed

for each path j. Thus, up to seven path parameters can be used to

modify the EXAFS contribution for each path.

3.1. Path parameters and generalized variables

Though useful for modeling, the seven independent path para-

meters available in FEFFIT for each scattering path are more than can

usually be determined from real EXAFS data. The limited amount of

information available from EXAFS data can be described using the

number of independent parameters that can be obtained from a

periodic signal (Lytle et al., 1989; Brillouin, 1962)

Ninfo ' 2�k �R=�; �4�
where �k and �R are the extent of the data in k- and R-space under

consideration, respectively.²

The approximate nature of equation (4) should be emphasized,

especially as noise in the data is not considered here. The suggestion

(Stern, 1993) that more parameters can be determined than is given

by (4) has not proven particularly bene®cial. More sophisticated

statistical treatments (Curis & Benazeth, 2000) may be helpful for

assessing how many and what parameters can be obtained from

EXAFS data, but have proven dif®cult to implement for general

analysis of individual spectra. Methods explicitly taking the entropy

of the spectra into account (Krappe & Rossner, 2000) may also prove

useful in quantifying the number of parameters that can be obtained

from a given spectra, and have the potential of being able to take

noise into account.

Because of the limited information in EXAFS, it is not meaningful

to adjust all seven path parameters independently, especially when

scattering paths involving different neighboring atoms overlap in a

`shell'. Many parameters (notably Ei, C4 and often C3) will not need

adjustment at all. In addition, several parameters for different paths

may take the same value or values that are simply related. Therefore,

a system with constraints and algebraic relations between the para-

meters of a single path, different paths or even different sets of data is

desirable. FEFFIT allows the path parameters for each path to be

written as algebraic expressions of a set of `generalized variables',

which can be varied to ®t a set of data. The effect of the generalized

variables on the path parameters can be quite complex, but a simple

example would be to use one E0 and one S2
0 parameter for all paths in

a ®t. Such a constraint is not necessarily required, but commonly used.

FEFFIT's system of generalized variables and user-de®ned

expressions for path parameters gives a wide range of possible

constraint equations, allows physically meaningful sets of variables to

be ®t directly from XAFS data, and helps to limit the number of free

parameters in a ®t. Several examples (Frenkel et al., 1994; Ravel et al.,

1999; Kelly et al., 1998) have used FEFFIT's advanced modeling

capabilities. Many of these examples rely on the important ability of

FEFFIT to simultaneously re®ne multiple sets of data. A simple

example will be given in x4.

3.2. Approaches to ®tting and error analysis

FEFFIT combines and modi®es the EXAFS from a set of

feffnnnn.dat ®les to best-®t experimental ��k� data. Recently,

FEFFIT has also been used with experimental standards as described

elsewhere in these proceedings (Frenkel et al., 2001). The ®t can be

performed on data in k-, R- or back-transformed k-space. In general,

®tting in R-space gives the most satisfactory results, the most control

over what portion of the spectra is studied, and the most meaningful

error analysis. The ®tting is performed with the Levenberg±

Marquardt (Marquardt, 1963) method of non-linear least-squares

minimization. Given the set of P generalized variables x, the most

likely values x0 are those found to minimize

�2 � Ninfo

N

XN�i0ÿ1

i�i0

~�data�Ri� ÿ ~�model�Ri; x�
"i

� �2

�5�

where ~��R� represents the real and imaginary components of the

Fourier transform of ��k� and " is the estimated uncertainty of the

data (Newville et al., 1999). The sum for �2 is performed over a ®nite

range of R. For multiple-data-set ®ts, the sum for �2 is extended to

include a sum over data sets in addition to the sum of data points for

individual spectra. Modi®cations to the low-R components of ��k�
can be made using the AUTOBK (Newville et al., 1993) algorithm.

Though rarely altering the ®t results, this allows correlations between

background and structural variables to be assessed.

Estimates for �x, the uncertainties of the ®tted variables x, and

C�xi; xj�, the correlations between variable pairs, are made at the `best

®t' condition (x � x0), according to the standard statistical treatment

of experimental data (Bevington, 1969). Because the estimate of the

uncertainty of the data is not always reliable, the uncertainties esti-

mated this way are rescaled by �2=�
1=2

where � � Ninfo ÿ P. Both �2

and �2=� are reported, as is an EXAFS R factor that gives the mis®t

relative to the data size.

Figure 2
In-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b) scattering paths for CoPt3. In the ordered
structure, Co is completely surrounded by Pt, as shown.

² It is occasionally thought that this limitation is due to the Fourier transform
performed during analysis, and that by analyzing data in E- or k-space this
limitation can be avoided. This notion is wrong. The limitation is due to the
®nite extent of g�R� for a given shell, not the data processing methods. A
measurement of ��E� may contain 400 independent measurements of ��E�,
but it does not give 400 independent samples of the ®rst-neighbor distance.



4. Example: anisotropy in CoPt3: Co K edge

As an example, we study the anisotropy in the Co and Pt distribution

in CoPt3 ®lms, grown along the (100) direction (Cross et al., 2001).

Without addressing too many of the material science points of

interest (Rooney et al., 1995; Shapiro et al., 1996; Meneghini et al.,

1999; Tyson et al., 1996), the goal for the EXAFS analysis is to

investigate any difference in Co±Co pairing in and out of the growth

plane. In a fully disordered state, CoPt3 assumes an f.c.c. lattice, with

random population of Co and Pt. A fully ordered L12 structure

(similar to the ordered Cu3Au phase) is an f.c.c. lattice with Co on

cube corners and Pt on cube faces.

Polarized EXAFS measurements were made at Advanced Photon

Source sector 20 (PNC-CAT) at both the Co K edge and Pt LIII edges

for a set of four samples (each with different substrate temperatures

during deposition), with the polarization vector of the incident X-rays

perpendicular to and parallel to (within 5�) the (100) plane (Cross et

al., 2001). Because of the simple cos2 dependence of the K-edge

polarization (as opposed to the somewhat more complicated

LIII-edge polarization), unpolarized FEFF calculations were

performed for the Co edge, and the polarization dependence will be

included explicitly with FEFFIT. This allows one feffnnnn.dat ®le to

be used for near-neighbor Co and one for near-neighbor Pt, simpli-

fying the problem somewhat. Unpolarized FEFF7 calculations were

used.

Starting from the L12 structure, we de®ne � as the fraction of Co

in-plane near neighbors, and � as the fraction of Co out-of-plane near

neighbors. For each of the four in-plane neighbors (Fig. 2a), and for

the eight out-of-plane neighbors (Fig. 2b), we have

�IP � ��Co � �1ÿ ���Pt; �6�

�NP � ��Co � �1ÿ ���Pt; �7�
and the total ®rst-shell EXAFS for the two different polarizations

(explicitly including the polarization dependence) is simply

�k � �3Nk=2����Co � �1ÿ ���Pt� � 3N? ��Co � �1ÿ ���Pt

� �
;

�? � �3N?=2� ��Co � �1ÿ ���Pt

� �
: �8�

Data for both polarizations were ®t simultaneously, using two paths

(�Co and �Pt) for each polarization. This constrains � and � to be self-

consistent. The overall amplitude factor was set as the product of S2
0

and the coef®cients in equation (8). The following variables were

used in the ®ts: E0 [one used for both data sets after carefully

checking the alignment of the starting ��E� spectra], RPt, RCo, �2
Pt,

�2
Co, � and �. S2

0 itself was ®xed at 0.74 by asserting that the total

number of neighbors for the sample grown at 1073 K (which is

expected to be well annealed and fully disordered) was 12. Though

FEFF does account for many loss terms in the EXAFS, this is a fairly

typical value for S2
0, and may include systematic errors in normal-
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Figure 3
Portion of fef®t.inp setting up the ®tting model for the Co K-edge of CoPt3

described in equation (8). The ®tting model is dominated by the calculation of
the amplitude parameters for the in-plane and out-of-plane Co±Co and Co±Pt
contributions. a represents � and b represents �. Note that the polarization
dependence here is particularly easy as the f.c.c. structure ®xes all angles to be
�=4 or �=2.

Table 2
Summary of ®t results for Co K-edge EXAFS of CoPt3 grown with a substrate
temperature of 723 K.

Variable Best-®t value (uncertainty)

� 0.48 (0.10)
� 0.12 (0.09)
RPt 2.691 (0.004)
RCo 2.671 (0.008)
�2

Pt 0.007 (0.001)
�2

Co 0.009 (0.002)
Nk 3.35 (0.20)
N? 7.87 (0.33)
E0 2.04 (0.23)

Figure 4
Data (dashed) and ®rst-shell ®t (solid) of in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b) Co
EXAFS for a sample grown with a substrate temperature of 723 K. The ®t R-
ranges are indicated by vertical bars and the contributions from the Co and Pt
neighbors are shown inverted. The Fourier transforms were performed on ��k�
data with kmin= 1.0 AÊ ÿ1, kmax = 10.0 AÊ ÿ1, dk = 0.3 AÊ ÿ1 for Hanning windows,
and k-weight = 2.
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ization as well as an incomplete accounting of the loss terms. The total

numbers of in-plane neighbors Nk and out-of-plane neighbors N?
were also varied in the ®t.

Fig. 3 shows a portion of the fef®t.inp ®le setting up this model,

including the polarization dependence. The ®t results for the CoPt3

sample grown at a substrate temperature of 723 K are shown in Table

2, and the ®nal ®t of ��R� is shown in Fig. 4. The values for the best-®t

statistics were �2 = 392, �2
� = 39 and R = 0.003.

5. Conclusions

The use of FEFF and FEFFIT has been described and demonstrated

for a simultaneous ®t of two polarizations of Co K-edge EXAFS of

CoPt3. FEFFIT adds robust data modeling and ®tting capabilities to

FEFF while retaining a high level of precision. Despite the wide use

of both FEFF and FEFFIT, there has been little formal training for

using these programs, and little effort to make them accessible to

novices. A recent series of workshops (Ravel, 2000), this paper, and

the recently released IFEFFIT program (Newville, 2001) are

attempts to overcome these shortcomings.

I thank John Rehr, Edward Stern, Bruce Ravel, Steve Zabinsky,

Alex Ankudinov and Julie Cross for helpful discussions. Many users

of FEFFIT have helped to make it more robust and useful, especially

Anatoly Frenkel, Boyan Boyanov, Chuck Bouldin, Daniel Haskel and

Shelly Kelly. Thanks to Vince Harris and Julie Cross for the data used

as the example in this paper.
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